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C H A P T E R

0 Appendix A: Wheeler’s Rules of
Writing1

If you haven’t found something strange during the day, it2

hasn’t been much of a day.3

—John Archibald Wheeler4

(#WheelersRulesOnly)
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John Archibald Wheeler’s Rules of Writing influence every page of this book.5

We struggle to follow his commands “Motivate!” “Simpify!” “Use infinitives”6

and the rest. Sometimes we find it awkward or impossible to do so. Other7

times we intentionally ignore him: For example, Wheeler’s word “reckon”8

seems to us old-fashioned.9

Wheeler did not include in his published Rules of Writing some central10

hallmarks of his composition. Chief among these is self-descriptive11

terminology; the most important of these is the name black hole. Wheeler12

did not create the term black hole, but adopted it immediately when someone13

(now unknown) used it in a question at one of Wheeler’s lectures (initial quote,14

Chapter 3). Similarly, we call a reading on your wristwatch wristwatch time.15

The standard term is proper time, but that is not self-descriptive. (What could16

improper time possibly mean?) Wristwatch time is our effort to duplicate the17

gorgeous German noun “die Eigenzeit,” literally “one’s own time.”18

The self-descriptive term shell refers to an imaginary spherical latticework19

concentric to a black hole and a local inertial frame at rest on that shell20

(Sections 5.7 and 7.4). Rain describes a stone or local inertial frame that falls21

from initial rest at a great distance (Section 7.6); hail a stone or local inertial22

frame flung radially inward from a great distance; and drip a stone or local23

inertial frame dropped from rest off a shell (all summarized in Section 9.7).24

Wheeler uses the same unit for distance and time measured in a local25

inertial frame (Section 1.2), either: (1) meters of distance and meters of26

light-travel time, or (2) years of time and light-years of distance. He measures27

energy and momentum in the common unit mass, so that E/m and p/m have28

no units (Section 1.10).29

Other rules of writing we developed ourselves: We use no abbreviations30

whatsoever in this book, except in subscripts and in an occasional equation31

label. We always spell out the words second and meter because abbreviations32

are ambiguous. (Does m mean mass or meters? Does s refer to seconds or33

distance?) Our goal is to eliminate what we call hiccups: moments when the34

reader must pause to recall the meaning of a term.35

We have developed notation rules of our own: Be consistent and avoid36

redundant notation! Always write subscripts in the order (component, frame,37

particle); for example, Ering,b as the ring-frame energy of particle b, or px,ring,b.38

Finicky? Absolutely! Avoid hiccups at all cost.39

Are we similarly limited in everyday conversation with friends and40

colleagues? Of course not. Everyday life is full of gorgeous ambiguity. But41

ambiguity does not belong in our textbook. We believe that to be slightly42

boring is much better than to be unclear!43

We talk constantly about components but do not use vectors. Most44

derivatives are total; only twice in the book do we use partial derivatives. For45

this introductory text, we simplify the metric and the resulting analysis by46

describing spacetime and motion on a slice, a spatial symmetry plane through47

the center of a non-spinning black hole (Section 3.6) or in the equatorial plane48

of the spinning black hole (Section 17.2).49
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Wheeler exclaimed, “I hate footnotes!” So there are none in this book: Full50

reference to every quote is given in the References section at the end of each51

chapter.52

Throughout the book we employ the radical conservatism of John53

Archibald Wheeler: Follow what the equations tell us, no matter how strange54

the results, then develop a new intuition!55
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